Short biographical note of Architect Carlo Ponzini
Carlo Ponzini was born in Piacenza in 1958, where he lives and works as owner of the architectural firm and the “Carlo
Ponzini Proposte d’Interni” interior design atelier. He graduated from the Faculty of Architecture of the Politecnico di
Milano with the highest marks, he collaborated with Professor Drugman publication “I sovralzi in architettura”.

He started an academic career in Politecnico di Milano since 1983: Static assistant at the Faculty of Architecture in
Milan, with Professor Buccino, as teaching assistant from 1983 to 2005. From 1996 lecturer at the same university for
undergraduate laboratory construction; Laboratory design; Final design. From 2000 to 2015 he has been teaching for
the Bachelor of Science dell’Architettura: Architectural Technology.

From 1982 to 1992 he also taught theory and technique of restructuring at the European Institute of Design. From
1991 to 2000 he was an external collaborator of the University of North London.
Beside, between 2003 and 2005 coordinator Master of Landscape Architecture at the Piacenza detachment of
agricultural of Milan Polytechnic and Piacenza Catholic University of “Sacro Cuore”, in which he has been also teaching
from 2000 to 2006.
Several publication in architectural technology and sustainable architecture were edited by Carlo Ponzini, among
these “Cibo, Energia, Pianeta, Vita = Expo 2015” (“Food, Energy, Planet, Life=Expo 2015”), Ed. Maggioli 2015, and “L’
edificio energeticamente sostenibile. Materiali contemporanei per il risparmio energetico, II edizione” (“Energetic
sustainable building. Contemporary materials for energetic saving. II edition”), Ed. Maggioli 2012.
His professional portfolio, from 1983, includes industrial buildings, commercial and residential buildings, restoration
and renovation, religious buildings, buildings for sport, school buildings, urbanization of areas and integrated plans,
fitting of retail space and hotel, design, competitions and interior design projects with the interior design atelier,
projects are spread mainly in the area of Piacenza and surroundings, Milan, in other Italian towns and abroad.

